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People

“I always have a
table in my home,
but someone always
insists on buying it
off of me. That is
how the first table
was sold. ”
Below: Danna Weiss, the designer of
Vibrational Furniture, intuitively pieces
the tables together.

“It’s a new kind of
sculpture using
natural elements of
wood with crystals
and gemstones.
No two are the
same in nature.”
The Starlight table features
bigleaf maple wood, lapis, aqua aura,
pyrite, herkimer diamonds, blue
hemimorphite and apophyllite, $5,600

GOOD VIBRATIONS
The Eye of the Universe
table from Vibrational
Furniture features
semiprecious gemstones,
chrysocolla, aqua aura and
blue obsidian. $25,010

Natural beauty
“Rose quartz has
the energy of love.”
The Love table features bigleaf maple
wood, rubies, pink tourmaline and
cobalto calcite, $35,120

“It’s bringing energy into your home,” says Danna Weiss, the sinewy designer
behind Vibrational Furniture (vibrationalfurniture.com). The new line melds
jewelry with home decor in the form of va-va-voom custom coffee tables
crafted of 100-pound salvaged wooden slabs meticulously adorned with rare
gems and mounted on modern bases. The native New Yorker and former
celeb stylist splits her time between East Hampton and La Jolla. Her love affair
with gems started early (she was a teen jewelry designer phenom), but, later,
she turned to them for their healing power in curing a powerful infection. “I
was always obsessed with gemstones and their metaphysical properties,” says
Weiss. Each table comes with its own “energy sheet” listing the gems’ powers.
But can you put your feet up on it? “Absolutely. Go ahead and kick up your
Choos. I do.” –Gillian Flynn
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“I use a fine tweezer
to set the most
delicate of stones.”
The Creator table features claro walnut
wood, pyrite, amethyst, fluorite, citrine,
amethyst fairy quartz and clear quartz,
$15,200

